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ABOUT 



LARVA 
SEASON 1 

ABOUT 

https://www.youtube.com/c/LarvaTuba


LARVA 
SEASON 1 

ABOUT 



BLACK 

A strong 
neighborhood 

brother 
a powerful general 

RAINBOW 

Snails that occasionally 
appear in the sewers 

GREEN 

The enemy of all insects,  
insectivorous plant 

BLUE 

A fly with a formidable odor VIOLET 

Unidentified 
giant bug 

NAVY 

Deep-sea fish that appear 
when the sewer is full of water 

LARVA SEASON 1 

CHARACTER 

A quick-tempered 
personality 

small red bug 

A gluttonous fool 
yellow bug 

RED 

YELLOW 



LARVA 
SEASON 2 

ABOUT 

https://www.youtube.com/c/LarvaTuba


LARVA 
SEASON 2 

ABOUT 



ㄴ CHAMELEON 

Ferocious pet 
that appears 
everywhere 

ANDREA CHOMSKY 

A parrot watching 
Red and Yellow all the time 

DKHOON 

Pet dog that runs 
when he sees something moving 

Tom’s Mom 

the owner of an old house TOM 

the owner of an old house 

LARVA SEASON 2 

CHARACTER 

A quick-tempered 
personality 

small red bug 

A gluttonous fool 
yellow bug 

RED 
YELLOW 



LARVA 
SEASON 3 

ABOUT 

https://www.youtube.com/c/LarvaTuba


LARVA 
SEASON 3 

ABOUT 



RED 

YELLOW 

PINK 

A pretty pink 
caterpillar that fell 
in love with Yellow 

BLACK 

A strong neighborhood brother 
a powerful general 

RAINBOW 

Snails that occasionally 
appear in the sewers 

LARVA SEASON 3 

CHARACTER 

A quick-tempered 
personality 

small red bug 

A gluttonous fool 
yellow bug 



BROWN 

Stinking dung beetle 

BLUE 

Fly with a formidable odor GREY 

Gray the New 
York alley 

boss 

Yasilva/Ushilva 

Stupid twin pigeons making 
"uh" and “ya" sounds 

IVORY 

The world's weed worm 

LARVA SEASON 3 

CHARACTER 
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ABOUT 



LARVA 
ISLAND 

ABOUT 



LARVA ISLAND 

NEW CHARACTER 

※ Larva series 1, 2, 3 Re-appear existing characters 

CHUCK 

in an airplane accident 
a man trapped on a desert island 

MANGO 

cute-faced 
a primitive worm 

CLARA 

curious 
a bright seal 

ANGRY MUD 

an eight-dimensional 
mudskipper 

CRABSFORMER 

A mutant crab 
hit by a space meteorite 

MUDKING 

the king who leads  
Angry Mud herd 

BOOBY 

Larva and his 
natural enemy, 

Blue Feet 
Booby 

GRACE 

a novel writer who writes stories 
about Chuck's uninhabited island 



LARVA 
ISLAND 
MOVIE 

ABOUT 



LARVA 
ISLAND 
MOVIE 

ABOUT 



CHUCK 

in an airplane accident 
a man trapped on a desert island 

MANGO 

cute-faced 
a primitive worm 

CLARA 

curious 
a bright seal 

ANGRY MUD 

an eight-dimensional 
mudskipper 

CRABSFORMER 

A mutant crab 
hit by a space meteorite 

MUDKING 

the king who leads  
Angry Mud herd 

BOOBY 

Larva and his 
natural enemy, 

Blue Feet 
Booby 

GRACE 

a novel writer who writes stories 
about Chuck's uninhabited island 

LARVA ISLAND MOVIE 

CHARACTER 

※ Larva Island Reappears Existing Characters 



Production status

scheduled to be completed in November 2023

Background

MARS

Materials

- Larva is the first life on Earth to start living on Mars
- The beginning of a desire derived from a mineral

that exists only on Mars

LARVA
IN MARS
ABOUT

Larva in Mars : 2mins 30sec x78eps

2D Animation

Slapstick Comedy, Action



Introduce

The start of Cube Mall!

And the secret of the unmanned convenience store

Larva and Martians face a big crisis.

That's when the pulmonary spacecraft stopped working.

At this time, Pach tells the secret of unmanned convenience stores to Larva and Martians 

who are trying to leave Mars.

The unmanned vending machine is a secret passageway that can travel anywhere on Earth!

Eventually, Larva and the Martians succeed in leaving Mars with the help of Pachi.

However, it is still a secret whether it is Earth or where it arrived from Mars.

Information

Larva is the first life on earth to start living on Mars

It happens when you meet a variety of alien friends on Mars and Peach, the 

rover of Lettle an exciting daily episode of a story

LARVA
IN MARS
ABOUT

Larva in Mars : 2mins 30sec x78eps

2D Animation

Slapstick Comedy, Action



LARVA IN MARS
STORY BACKGROUND

Mars

Arrived a place
to spend time

Unmanned convenience

A secret passage to travel
anywhere on earth



LARVA IN MARS
CHARACTER

Red

a quick-tempered 
red bug

Yellow

A gluttonous fool
a yellow bug

Bethes

A trend setter 
whose dream is to 

become an idol

Parch

Best humanoid 
with ultra-high performance AI

a powerful alien

Tteobari

Kkondae

the greatest artist
on Mars
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